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Abstract 
Tahfiz al-Quran nowadays is one important components in 
Malaysian education. It also has become the major 
concern of parents especially Tahfiz education conducted 
by the central or state government due to its curriculum 
that prepares worldly and hereafter needs. This article 
specifically discusses the prospects and potencies of 
Tahfiz education in current situations in some aspects, 
namely education of Tahfiz in higher education level, 
career path for huffaz (those who memorise the Quran), 
challenges in current technology and enhancement 
towards Tahfiz education during and after being a hafiz 
al-Quran. This study is an experiment and review 
(observation) that uses the approach of collection. The 
results indicated that the prospect and potential of Tahfiz 
education with their graduates are high as well as in need 
of some improvements. This study should be expanded in 
various forms for the purpose of strengthening and 
collecting source of information related to Tahfiz al-
Quran in the future. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  
 
The main goal of Tahfiz education is to produce huffaz who are 
competent in all fields as well as skillful, knowledgeable, practicing, 
righteous and efficient about knowledge of the Quran and can realize 
it in the society (Muhammad Ismail 2004). According to Azmil 
Hashim 3, the objective of Tahfiz curriculum is to produce students 
who not only memorize the Quran, but also understand Islam and 
possess good conducts. When there are such huffaz, it will instantly 
generate the necessary human capital in the community to face 
today’s fast-growing modernization. 
 
 Based on the current situation, Tahfiz education has attracted 
new interest among parents for educational process of their children. 
Therefore, various parties namely the federal government, state 
governments, NGOs and privates have been striving to offer Tahfiz 
education at various levels. It starts from early childhood education in 
pre-school to the level of higher education4. Generally, Tahfiz 
education is divided into two categories, modern  and traditional. 
Modern Tahfiz Education has an orderly structure, encompassing the 
side of management, curriculum and structural facilities. This Modern 
Tahfiz Education is organized either by the federal government or 
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state government. While Traditional Tahfiz Education is a poorly 
organized education in terms of administration, curriculum and 
infrastructures such as ‘pondok’ education  system. Usually this 
traditional education is organized by individuals or privates5. 
According to Abdul Hafiz bin Haji Abdullah, there are seven specific 
differences between Modern Tahfiz Education and Traditional Tahfiz 
Education. They include learning style , building structures, location, 
communication, administration and financial management, admission 
requirements and in terms of examination, certification and 
recognition6. 
 
  The word modernization has been used to describe a process 
involving community or society in the development of modernity. 
This theory is used to explain the changes that are happening in the 
community due to fast and rapid changes in technology (Anderson, 
Margaret L.& Taylor, Howard F. 2013). Modernity according to 
western perceptions refers to traditional changes in the society that 
practices modern features such as receiving modern education and 
working in industrial and manufacturing field7. 
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2.0  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
There were very few research found in the hafazan class first before 
Malaysia Independence. However, in some of researchers found that 
the first class of pre-independence was pioneered by State Mufti of 
Kelantan, Dato' Haji Muhammad Nor bin Ibrahim who was also the 
first principal of the Tahfiz al-Quran Institute (now named as Darul 
Qur'an). He has initiated to create a Tahfiz al-Quran class as soon as 
he returned from Mecca in 19378. After independence of Malaysia, 
memorizing the Quran is growing with the formation of ma’ahad 
Tahfiz al-Quran. Based on record, Tahfiz al-Quran Institute operating 
in the National Mosque Kuala Lumpur was the first Tahfiz institution 
established formally9. It was established on 1st March 1966 and 
organized by Branch of Dakwah Institute and Training under Islamic 
Affairs Division.  
 
 Upon completion of his service as a principal at Tahfiz al-
Quran Institute, Dato’ Hj Mohd Noor bin Ibrahim started with the 
establishment of the Maahad Tahfiz which was formerly known as the 
Tafaqquh Studies Class located at Muhammadi Mosque, Kota Bharu 
(http://www.e-maik.my). The class was later expanded with the new 
name Class of Tahfiz Al-Quran Studies MAIK (1992) which then 
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changed to Maahad Tahfiz Al-Quran MAIK (2007) until now10. In 
1992, officially another Maahad Tahfiz Al-Quran (MTAQ) school 
was established. It exists as a result of the proposal made by the late 
Y.A.B. Tuan Guru Dato Nik Abdul Aziz bin Nik Mat after leading 
Kelantan as Chief Minister in 1990 and was given the responsibility 
of managing it under the Kelantan Islamic Foundation (YIK)11. 
 
 The move was later followed by other State Governments such 
as the establishment of the IMTIAZ Secondary School in Terengganu, 
the Tahfiz Science and Technology Integrated School (MITS) in 
Selangor (2008), the Negeri Sembilan Tahfiz Al-Quran Institute 
(ITQAN) and Maahad Tahfiz Pahang (1996). In addition, MARA also 
took a similar step in 2009, MRSM Ulul Albab Programme, an 
integrated educational programme between Pure Science education 
and religious stream programme including Tahfiz al-Quran was 
intoduced. Accordingly, in 2009 MRSM Kota Putra was selected as 
the first MRSM Ulul Albab, followed by MRSM Gemencheh in 2010 
and MRSM Kepala Batas in 201112. 
 
Now, Tahfiz education has begun to be one of the educational 
components in Malaysia. Apart from the existing Maahad Tahfiz in all 
states in Malaysia, now the government, through the Ministry of 
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Education Malaysia (MOE), also introduced the Tahfiz education 
model. Starting in January 2014, MOE officially implemented Tahfiz 
Model Ulul Albab (TMUA) in several schools as a pioneer and is now 
held in every state at least one SMKA or SBP offering the TMUA 
curriculum. 
 
3.0 INTEREST FACTORS OF TAHFIZ AL-QURAN 
 EDUCATION 
 
Malaysia’s thriving development has brought many changes including 
the development of Tahfiz institution. All curriculum offerings are 
implemented depending on the arrangements made by the institution 
concerned. Based on observations and preliminary surveys, the 
implementation system that exists at the school or Tahfiz center under 
the government will offer a more integrated curriculum. This 
integrated and consolidated pattern is the key element of education in 
mainstream education. Hence, mainstream education concepts such as 
examination system, recognition and research at higher education 
have occured in Tahfiz education. Now in Malaysia there are five 
forms of curriculum offering in tahfiz education: 
1) Traditional method: Memorization, revision and fardhu ain 
knowledge. 
2) Tahfiz Curriculum which includes memorization, tajwid, 
tarannum, tafsir and ulum al-Quran. 
 
 
3) Religious Curriculum: It covers all or most of the religious 
disciplines such as tafsir, hadith, akidah, fiqh, history and 
philosophy of Islam. 
4) Academic Curriculum: It refers to the KBSR or KBSM 
curriculum offered by the ministry either literary or science 
stream. 
5) Co-curriculum: Outside classroom activities or activities such 
as associations, clubs, sports or skills.  
 
1)  Tahfiz Al-Quran in The Context Of Parental Interest And 
 Hope 
 
The interest of the community in religious education today is very 
high. This statement is made on the basis of high demand for parents 
to send their children to religious schools beyond the offer and the 
willingness of those who provide them. The latest trend is focused on 
memorizing al-Quran or Tahfiz al-Quran schools13. Parents see that if 
their children are able to memorize the Quran, they will gain many 
benefits and advantages not only in the world but also intercede in the 
hereafter14. 
 
According to Dean of the Faculty of Human Sciences, 
Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris (UPSI) Dr Ibrahim Hashim in the 
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interview15 stated that factor Tahfiz school is getting a place in the 
hearts of parents as his students have been educated since the 
beginning with al-Quran and religious knowledge, and also been 
educated by the teachers with adab as a Muslim. According to Abdul 
Rahman Abd Ghani16 says it is interesting to note that even though the 
number of Tahfiz schools is so numerous, we have never heard of any 
schools have to be closed due to lack of students. This indicator shows 
the parents of Muslims in this country are so interested and want to 
continue sending their children to study in these institutions. 
 
The desire and idea of 'one house one hafiz' which was 
originally from Indonesia has now been absorbed into Malaysia. 
These ambitions and aspirations make the parents interested after they 
are exposed to remuneration reward in the hereafter17. In addition, 
with the integration of the curriculum with mainstream provide 
information to them that the Tahfiz education system is similar to 
other education systems in which the system of Tahfiz education is so 
organized from primary school until university level. This proved that 
this field is capable of producing individuals who excel in their career 
either in professional or educational fields. 
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2)  Potencies of Al-Quran Memorization As A Creative 
 Memory And Pressure Theraphy 
 
Hafazan (memorization) is a process used to store knowledge. 
Sharpening memory through memorization is the best way to preserve 
the memory and intelligence of the brain. Studies show that an 
individual who reads the Qur'an by understanding the meaning of the 
Qur'anic verse will feel peace of mind and increase intellectual 
ability18. According to Roche et al19 states that the prolonged 
memorization process and repeat memorization lessons can lead to 
sharpening memory.  
 
 Memorizing the Quran also can improve memory as the 
memory recurrence process improves the neuron synapse will emit 
stronger signal20. Hence, by practicing to memorize the Quran will 
indirectly produce a sensible person and thus facilitate the hafiz of the 
Quran in learning other subjects. The various examinations claim in 
modern mainstream gives an advantage to those who recite the Quran 
because of the sharpness of intellect and high intellectual ability. 
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 In addition, modern world is full of challenges in life either 
from the economic and social point of view will lead to psychological 
stress and problems to humans. Sound therapy in Western medicine 
has been used to treat health problems such as depression, emotional 
stress, psychological problems, trauma and stroke recovery21. The 
potential of sound and melody from the Quran recitation can create 
one's emotion and psychology. For example, Umar Al-Khattab, before 
embracing Islam was a very fierce man but changed when he first 
heard the verses of the Qur'an recited by his sister22.  
 
 In addition, Mottaghi 23 has studied the effects of the Quran 
reading on anxieties among athletes in Iran. It was found that athletes 
who listened to the Quran for 5 minutes before the race had shown 
lower anxiety than those who did not listen to the Quran. There is also 
a study that shows prayer, alms and reading Al-Quran can reduce 
fears and depression from the stress of life24. 
 
3)  Prospects Of Tahfiz Al-Quran Education At Higher 
 Education Level 
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It is undeniable that the Tahfiz education system in Malaysia is now 
arguably achieving a high standard in line with other education 
systems. The curriculum offered either at the secondary level or at the 
higher level, are all developed by experts and has been in a standard 
quality. This is because all curriculum supply papers through the 
review and assessment stage from the Malaysian Qualifications 
Agency (MQA) and the Ministry of Higher Education (KPT) are to be 
certified before being offered to the public25.  
 
 After finishing from the Certificate of Education Malaysia 
(SPM) students who are interested in the field of Tahfiz study apply to 
memorize the Quran at several IPTAs and IPTS in Diploma level. 
This tahfiz course is usually offered for 3 years with a 10 juzu’ annual 
record. Among the IPTs offering the Tahfiz diploma programs are 
Darul Quran JAKIM and its branches in all states of Malaysia, KUIS, 
KUIN, KUIM, KIAS, MARSAH, USAS or private institutions such 
as Hafiz College and Tapah College Addin. 
 
 When they get a tahfiz diploma, they can apply to continue 
their studies in various fields, especially in Islamic studies offered at 
local or foreign universities. If they want to further their studies in the 
field of Quran tahfiz, in Malaysia there are three universities offering 
Bachelor’s Degree in Tahfiz, UNISZA, KUIN and KUIS. While in the 
planning, UPSI will also offer Bachelor’s Degree of Tahfiz Al-Quran 
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and al-Qiraat with Education which is expected intake of students 
starting from February 2019.  
 
4)  Career Prospects For Al-Quran Huffaz 
 
Based on research, Tahfiz's central legacy and institutions have served 
in various public and private sectors. Most of them have ventured into 
religious professionalism and beyond. In the category of many 
religious professionals among the huffaz are appointed as the Imam of 
the state mosque, teachers, lecturers, religious officers of the military 
corps and so on26. While in other professional fields also the preferred 
for huffaz like doctors, lawyers, engineers, architects, officers and so 
on. Even in the business and manufacturing sectors, there are huffaz 
going through it as a career. 
 
 The prospects of huffaz for getting jobs are higher because 
they have added value besides knowledge and skill that is memorizing 
the Qur'an in their mind. Being a general belief in society, they feel 
that people who memorize the Qur'an are seen as more trustworthy, 
honest and responsible. Hence they are also in the noble view of the 
community and it is a major attraction for public and private job 
interviewers to appoint them in positions other than those of sufficient 
and equal terms. 
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4.0 RECOMMENDATION OF TAHFIZ EDUCATION 
 IMPROVEMENT IN ENHANCING PROSPECTS AND 
 POTENCIES 
 
The tremendous development of Malaysia has brought a lot of 
changes in the lives of the people. It has also impacted the 
development of Tahfiz institutions. The latest shows that Tahfiz 
institutions are divided into three forms. First, Tahfiz institutions are 
still maintaining the traditional elements that only learn the 
knowledge of the Quran and fardu ain. Secondly, the Tahfiz 
institution that combines the knowledge of the Qur'an, qiraat and 
religious knowledge. And the third, the Tahfiz institution that 
combines Quranic knowledge, qiraat and science knowledge 27. It 
exists as a result of modernization process that has formed the 
discipline knowledge smaller but growing slowly. This makes the 
efforts to shape the curriculum and the distribution of learning time is 
becoming more difficult. Similarly, the capability of students on the 
various disciplines of knowledge becomes more difficult because the 
study method of such knowlede is different. 
 
1) Registration of Private Maahad Tahfiz  
 
The private Tahfiz Institutions currently available in Melaysia as a 
whole need to be registered under the supervision of the authorities. 
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This registration is required to be in two situations. First, the level of 
study - primary, secondary and higher level. Secondly, according to 
the pattern of study - the traditional Tahfiz, Tahfiz religious studies 
and science Tahfiz 28. This registration is necessary to facilitate 
monitoring of institutions in terms of administration, curriculum, 
teaching staff qualifications, student activities and infrastructure 
facilities. With systematic data it will be easier for the authorities to 
manage and solve the problems that arise. 
 
 In an Expert Group Discussion: Towards Empowering Islamic 
Education in Malaysia organized by the National Islamic Studies 
Alumni Council (MAPIK) 2017 at FPI UKM Bangi, JAKIM revealed 
that many Tahfiz schools in our country who did not want to be 
registered even though the government had set a total of RM 20 000 
for the empowerment of the Tahfiz institution, but it still failed to 
attract the interest of the Tahfiz private institution management to be 
registered with the government, JAKIM. After being investigated by 
the JAKIM they stated that they were uncomfortable to be monitored 
and they wanted to move freely.  
 
 The fact in the pro and contra is that many of Tahfiz's 
managements and entrepreneurs will be benefited if they agree to 
register with JAKIM or Tahfiz NGOs. There are now two major 
bodies acting as the unity among all the private Maahad Tahfiz in 
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Malaysia, the Federation of the National Al-Quran Tahfiz Institution 
(PINTA) and Malaysian Society of Madrasah Tahfiz Al-
Quran(PERMATA). Some of the things that can be shared are 
management experience, financial raising, offered curriculum and 
activities that can be built for the benefit of institutions and students.  
 
2) Teacher’s Pedagogical Skills 
  
In order to strengthen and produce a powerful al-Quran Tahfiz PnP, 
there must be a mix and integrity between the strategies, methods, 
techniques, activities and noble manners 29. According to Abdul 
Rahman Abd Ghani states that to be an excellent Tahfiz teacher, one 
must be born in two areas of content and pedagogy. Proficiency in the 
content field means that a teacher needs to master the subject content 
related to the Qur'an. Among them is that a Tahfiz teacher needs to be 
fluent in the reading of the Qur'an and can read with the correct 
tajwid, as well as to master the theory of tajwid knowledge30. 
 
 Skills in pedagogy field are a teacher needs to know about the 
techniques, strategies, approaches and methods of teaching. A Tahfiz 
teacher must have skills in the context of teaching especially in the 
process of delivering the objective of teaching and learning (R & D). 
It involves preparation, setting teaching objectives, classroom 
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activities, the use of teaching aids (ABM) or memorizing aids (ABH) 
and effective communication methods. 
 
 The current method of Tahfiz teaching focuses more on 
content only, while pedagogy is less exposed. Even though there are 
techniques and strategies carried out, it is just a traditional practice 
such as drills to the memorization and repetition and it applies most of 
the learning time. The Tahfiz teachers go to class and sit at the front 
waiting for the student to come and tasmik. Students who come to 
tasmik continue to read and be reprimanded in case of mistakes in 
their recitation. This method persists until the students finish to 
memorize 30 juz of the Quran. 
 
 Tahfiz education will be more interesting if it is inserted with 
pedagogical elements such as pre-set induction sets, using appropriate 
ABM such as laptops and LCDs, there is a two-way communication, 
cover and reflection. The teaching method will definitely be more 
effective because the emphasis is not on talaqqi and musyafahah 
alone. Talaqqi implemented through face to face or deal with teachers. 
Musyafahah mean that the word of mouth with lip-reading teacher 
watching to get the correct pronunciation of tajweed and makhraj (Nor 
Musliza Mustafa & Mokmin Basri 2014). All these elements should 
be implemented, as it only requires knowledge, determination and 
creativity from teachers31. 
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Among the efforts undertaken by the Tahfiz institution in the context 
of pedagogy is the collaboration between the Darul Quran JAKIM and 
UPSI and IPG to increase teaching skills as well as enhance the 
knowledge domain and new skills to provide DQ lecturers in 
accordance with the time circulation 32. 
 
3) Technical and Vocational Skills 
  
The government aims 33 per cent of the workforce in the highly 
skilled jobs category by 2015, and 50 per cent by 202033. Hence, 
Technical Education and Vocational Training (TEVT) has grown 
rapidly with many opportunities for public and private TEVT 
providers to attract school graduates to follow TEVT training and 
increase the number of skilled workers in the job market. 
  
 Based on this information, it would be a good added value if 
the TEVT project is integrated with the curriculum with Tahfiz al-
Quran. Examples that can be applied are in Vocational College. The 
Tahfiz curriculum offered does not require the whole memorization of 
the Quran, but with the capability and syllabus that suit them. It may 
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be targeted 3 juzu 'a year for 3 years and a half, making it a total of 10 
juzu' throughout their study at Vocational College34.  
  
 Whereas for the existing Tahfiz center, attention should also 
be given to the huffaz by giving the opportunity to learn some formal 
skills ie joint venture with technical groups. Currently, Darul Quran 
has been collaborating with the Ministry of Human Resources Skills 
Development Department by offering Malaysian Skills Certificate in 
Level 3 Mosque Management. 
  
 Additionally, there is a proposal to expand the field of 
Vocational Education and Training (TVET) to Tahfiz students run by 
the Community College. The Kelantan Islamic Foundation (YIK) has 
also begun offering a vocational program with Tahfiz at Maahad 
Tahfiz Al-Quran Darul Saadah Lilbanat (Women). It is conducted in a 
Semi Vocational way in the field of sewing and culinary.  
 
3) Create a Certificate of Completion Memorizing the Quran 
recognized by the Government 
  
Certificate ratings are an important part of modern society. It is a 
symbol of success after struggling with various tests and difficulties 
during study. It is also a 'tool' or ‘symbol’ to pursue higher education 
and get a suitable job (Solahuddin bin Ismail 2016). Without 
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recognition by the government or authority it is a mistreatment to 
students as world needs are measured on the basis of certificates 
obtained. Institutional certificate ratings are measured on the level of 
study whether certificates, diplomas or degrees. This dilemma needs 
to be resolved wisely as it involves the future of the students and the 
expectations of parents.  
 
 The fact is that most Tahfiz institutions have their special 
certificates which recognize and certify that their students have 
completed the Quran memorization. But the issue is that certificates 
awarded by them do not have the highest standards and special 
standards. Their certificates can be disputed either in terms of its 
quality and quality of the students. It therefore requires an 
authoritative third party review for example by JAKIM, IPTA ( 
Institutes of Higher Education)  or NGO to ensure that it is of the 
highest quality. 
 
 The government through JAKIM has offered the Tahfiz 
Malaysia Certificate (STM) to fulfill this requirement. Tahfiz 
Malaysia Certificate (STM) is an open test form offered to qualified 
individuals without having to study. It was introduced to recognize 
and certify the status of the Qur'an memorization among individuals 
who had recited 30 juzu 'al-Quran but did not obtain recognition from 
any institution. However, the willingness of Tahfiz students and 
centers to send their students there will be a huge challenge . So the 
 
 
best way to do is,  Tahfiz centers and institutions should register and 
make a certificate rating so that it is approved by the government. 
 
4) Empowering Aspects of Language 
 
Language is an important element in either human communication or 
to communicate with texts. The world is now seeing, the more 
languages being mastered will make it easier in learning and careers. 
Tahfiz education, which offers formal and modern learning, is 
probably no big deal in this context (although there is) but traditional 
learning usually experiences problems in this context. 
 
 The main language that should be emphasized in the context of 
Tahfiz education is Arabic. This is because Arabic is the language of 
the memorized Quran text. Without having proficiency in the Arabic 
language  will produce huffaz that only knows to read the Quran 
without being able to understand, publicize and convey it to the 
community. As it is the main goal of Tahfiz education  to convey the 
knowledge of the Quran to the community. 
 
 It also empowers the third language as an added value to 
huffaz. One of the languages that today's world prioritizes is English. 
Thus becoming the requirement for the huffaz to improve English 
either in communication or writing purposes. High competency and 
skills in English allow the huffaz to preach da'wah in a larger target 
and to raise huffaz’ dignity as a capable person. Having good skills in 
 
 
the English language  will add great value in the career and future 
paths. 
 
5) Creating The Concept of Tahfiz Tuition  
 
The Tahfiz tuition concept is a new one introduced in Malaysia. 
Usually we find tuition classes only involve subjects offered in formal 
education at school. While Tahfiz education is usually linked to 
Tahfiz' full-time learning through Tahfiz center and institution. 
However, based on observations and experiences, this study suggests 
that Tahfiz education is offered  part-time or in tuition classes 
(tuition). With part-time class offering it gives relaxation to the public 
at various levels following this Tahfiz class. 
 
 The part-time Tahfiz tuition classes will provide students with 
the opportunity to memorize the Quran with a more open and flexible 
timeline. The open syllabus is through the chosen surahs, 1 year old 3 
juzu’ and so forth. While flexible time refers to a schedule trip that 
runs either weekends, mornings or evenings, day or night depending 
on the negotiations made by the organizer. Examples of applications 
that have been applied are the offering of the Tahfiz Al-Quran 
Certificate (STAQ) under the UPSI Islamic Center targeting 1 
semester 1 juzu with a 2-week tasmic class scheduling on Monday 
and Thursday nights. In addition, there is a tasmic class offering at 3 
pm to 5 pm for secondary students who are also offered the Islamic 





The prospect and potency of Tahfiz al-Quran education in Malaysia is 
high. The Tahfiz Educational Policy launched by the government to 
produce 125,000 professional huffaz groups capable of mastering 
various disciplines has been the core to make the Tahfiz education 
into modernization. With this policy making Tahfiz education become 
one of the main trends of national education as well as the flow of 
science, literature and religion. With the integration of existing 
worldly knowledge with Tahfiz education and then incorporating the 
appropriate co-curriculum makes tahfiz education graduates more 
valuable either from the perspective of society, career or social. 
 
 The challenge for huffaz in the modernization is that when 
they face the community after they have completed their 
memorization or graduated from Tahfiz institutions. When it comes to 
memorizing, it becomes a big challenge for the huffaz to sustain their 
memorization after their work and family. Through his career, the 
essence of keeping the Qur'an from losing from memory, a hafiz of 
the Qur'an should always be accompanied by an atmosphere of 
memorization of the Quran. If a hafiz al-Quran interferes with the 
field that not relates to the atmosphere of the Qur'an it makes it quite 
difficult to revise the memorizing of the Quran. But undeniably, it 
relies heavily on trust and responsibility in taking care of the Qur'an. 
Therefore, every huffaz should make a daily routine to repeat the 




The fact of modernization is just a change of age. For a person who 
has a strong and steady personality, the change of period or time will 
not make a person drift away. Even well-established people will take 
advantage of modernization either through technological change or 
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